LES HAUTS DU MONAL IS A DEVELOPMENT OF BRAND NEW SKI-IN, SKI-OUT CHALETS
SITUATED ON THE PISTES IN SAINTE-FOY-TARENTAISE.
LES HAUTS DU MONAL
SAINTE-FOY-TARENTAISE
Guide Price €1,525,000

SAINTE-FOY-TARENTAISE,
FRANCE
Brand new ski in, ski out chalets • South-facing
with mountain views • Covered parking facilities
• Built in traditional Savoyard style • Completion
June 2018 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • 2106
sq ft (195.7 m²)

Situation

Sitting at 1550m of altitude, Sainte Foy is an attractive
Savoie village situated in the Tarentaise Valley, 20km
north of Val d'Isère. The resort has a very relaxed
atmosphere and retains a fantastic Alpine charm with
plenty of traditional Savoyard architecture and family-run
restaurants. The views of the Tarentaise valley and Mont
Pourri are sublime and due to the north-westerly
orientation, the snow quality and levels are very high. The
ski area is renowned for fantastic off-piste and tree-lined
skiing, however also benefits from 35km of excellent,
uncrowded pistes for a wide range of abilities and as
such has become a popular destination for families.
Sainte Foy is easily accessible from Geneva Airport
(161km), Lyon (221km), Grenoble (145km) and a mere
14km from Bourg-Saint-Maurice.

Description
Les Hauts du Monal is a development of brand new skiin, ski-out chalets situated on the pistes in Sainte-FoyTarentaise. Situated at the very top of the village and just
below the tree line, the chalets occupy the perfect
location; combining direct access to the slopes with close
proximity to the shops, restaurants and bars of this
charming resort.
The first phase, currently under construction, comprises
of five chalets ranging in size from 150m2 to 275m2. With
a south-facing orientation and impressive mountain
views, each chalet will be built in a traditional Savoyard
style using locally sourced stone, wood and slate and
with modern interiors. Each owner will have the
opportunity to choose between certain interiors and
finishes and optional additions such as a sauna or
Jacuzzi, subject to stage of construction.
The basement level will include an underground parking
space, a ski room and storage room. A lift will provide
access to all floors in the chalet.
The first phase of this stylish development is due for
completion in June 2018 and the final six chalets are
scheduled to be built by summer 2019.
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